
Sustaining Promise Neighborhoods 
through Policy and Systems Change  

Minnesota’s Story 
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SPPN’s Approach to Building Power 

Result 7: SPPN Parents and Partners have the power to 
influence public decisionmaking that impact our lives 

Public 
Policy 

Parent 
Organizing 

Building 
Power 

Voter 
Engagement 
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Principles of Engagement & 
Community Building 

Threaded throughout every aspect of SPPN: 
 
• Children first 
• Parent power 
• Value all voices 
• Build community 
• Invest for results 
• Transparency 
• Cultural responsiveness 
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School Board Meeting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPPN staff, partners, and parents storm the Saint Paul Public School board meeting to discuss Asian student outcomes in the district. Position SPPN as a key actor in delivering solutions.
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SPPN Family w/ Rep. Loon SPPN Families w/ Rep. Moran 

SPPN Partners w/ Senator Pappas SPPN Partners w/ Rep. Moran 



Context: 
2013-2014 Legislative Session 

73 D   
61 R  

State 
House 

39 D   
28 R  

State 
Senate 

Governor 
Dayton 

Democrat     

$825 million budget surplus 
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Context: 
2013-2014 Legislative Session 

SPPN Partners at the Capitol last year 
*Finalist for the Anti-Racism Award from the Minnesota Council on Nonprofits 
for “changing the face of public policy at the Capitol” 
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Outcome: 
2013-2014 Legislative Session 

$350k for FY2015 
$200k in the base (on-going) 

$350k for FY2015 
$200k in the base (on-going) 

Representative 
Mullery 

Senator 
Champion 

Representative 
Moran 

Senator 
Pappas 8 



2015 Promise Agenda 

Education 
1) Education Partnership Fund: Establish 

Cradle-to-Career initiatives statewide, secure 
state appropriation 

2) Early Access to All: Increase access to early 
learning scholarships 
 

Family/Community Wraparound 
3) Homes for All: Secure and increase funding for 
continuation of pilot rental assistance program 
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Legislative Context: 
2014 MN State House Elections 

62 D 72 R 73 D 61 R  

2013-
2014 

2014-
2015 
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Context: 
2015-2016 Legislative Session 

State 
House 

39 D   
28 R  

State 
Senate 

Governor 
Dayton 

Democrat     

$1+ billion budget surplus 

62 D  
72 R 
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New realities, new partners 

Political 
considerations 

 
• Geography 

• Urban/rural 
divide 
 

• Party affiliation 
 

• Party leadership 
 

  
 
 
 

Coalition 
considerations 

 
• Congruent with 

Cradle-to-Career 
model legislation 
 

• Some proof points 
or results-stories 
 

• Willingness to put 
“all hands on 
deck” 
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Education Partnerships Coalition 

Promise 
Neighborhoods 

 
• Northside 

Achievement 
Zone, Minneapolis 
 

• Saint Paul 
Promise 
Neighborhood 

 
 

 
 
 

Strive 
 
 
• Every Hand 

Joins, Red Wing 
 

• Northfield 
Promise 
 

• Partner for 
Student 
Success, Saint 
Cloud 

 
 

Supporting Partners 
*Growth & Justice  *Wilder Foundation 
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Getting the Education Partnerships Fund 
Coalition Organized 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although we had been meeting here and there in smaller groups, we finally all got together down in Red Wing, on a very cold March 2, in the offices of the Jones Family Foundation, overlooking a frozen-over Mississippi River.   In the excellent narrative handout you have from Strive Together and that’s on the website, toward the end the question was posed, “Are we all in it?”, followed by a unanimous affirmation that yes,  we were in it, to win it.  We committed to hang together, lest we hang separately, in the words of Ben Franklin.  As it turned out, our partnership had the right chemistry, despite very important differences in the regions and the people each partnership represented.  We crafted a bill that created a process and a fund to which any community could apply, but the process and principles spelled out in that bill clearly was designed for Strive communities and Promise Neighborhoods.



Bill authors 

Representative 
Moran (D) 

Senator 
Pappas (D) 

Representative 
Mariani (D) 

Representative 
Kelly (R) 

Minority Leader 
Thissen (D) 

HOUSE 

SENATE 

Senator  
Dahle (D) 

Senator  
Schhmit (D) 

Senator  
Peterson (R) 



Working our Case 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next came lots and lots and lots of work, shoe leather, elbow grease.   In addition to bill drafting and re-writing, we developed a sophisticated legislative strategy that targeted leaders in both houses who we knew were friendly to our models, local legislative leaders in particular who represented the five communities. We trooped together in groups of two or three to individual members’ offices, calculating which of the coalition members would be the best fit for each legislator.  In this House hearing room, you can see folks here from the Promise Neighborhoods.  We spent a LOT of time in these rooms.   The persistent presence of actual parents and families served by our partnerships, especially from those in St. Paul  just blocks from the state capitol, was huge.
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Passing through Committees 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see Sondra Samuels, me, and Muneer Karcher Ramos in a House committee meeting.   We were encouraged as we went along with how our partnerships were viewed favorably by legisators in both parties and in metro and Greater Minnesotas.  They repsonded positively about how these partnerships were actually showing results, making progress, and we emphasiszed both local control and our common emphasis on hard data and road-maps and driving toward results. We got our bill heard and approved  in key  committees in both houses.  Amazingly, without any dissent at all, on voice votes.   Moral of the story: given time and opportunity to tell our full story, we win hearts and minds. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governor Dayton visits Maxfield Elementary (SPPN Partner School)Left: Governor Dayton shakes hands with Maxfield studentTop Right: Maurice presenting to Governor DaytonBottom Right: Robin presenting to Governor Dayton



Win or Lose, A Team Spirit 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s much of the team, with a key Republican legislators in a blue tie there, and lots of folks from the St. Paul Promise Neighborhood,  in the basement of the State Office Building.   Rural legislators told us they really benefitted and were inspired from the quality of the interaction and the passion and resolve of the inner-city parents, an new experience for many.   And the urban folks developed a new understanding and appreciation of rural life and educational challenges in those communities.   We love this quote from the Strive narrative,  from Arviance Bryant, who has two children in the St. Paul Promise Neighborhood programs:   “I believe we parents did make a difference.  We came down there to prove something, our voice was heard, and we made a positive difference.  I’m proud of what we accomplished and I’m proud we can say we are looking out for our children’s future.”



We Lost! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite our heroic efforts, things looked dark for us toward the end.   When the session adjourned, in disarray and deadlock, our bill was apparently dead.   Although there was some funding for the urban zones in the Senate bill, the Education Partnership Fund itself was in neither the House or Senate bill.   The session itself was widely considered something of a train wreck.   Democratic Gov. Mark Dayton vetoed the education bill, the biggest single appropriation, forcing a special session.   At that point, none of the partnerships had any funding.   Some of us thought the special session represented a slim chance for resurrection, but nobody really believed that all five of our organizations would receive funding.
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What does losing look like? 

2015 2016 2017+ 

SPPN $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 

NAZ $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 

Red Wing $0 $0 $0 

Northfield $0 $0 $0 

St. Cloud $0 $0 $0 

Total $400,000 $400,000 $400,000 
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2015 2016 2017+ 

SPPN $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 

NAZ $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 

Red Wing $0 $0 $0 

Northfield $0 $0 $0 

St. Cloud $0 $0 $0 

Total $400,000 $400,000 $400,000 

VETO!!! 



We Won! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Strive article opens with the electrifying news, via Twitter,  toward the end of the special legislative session in June, that legislators agreed to a compromise in the omnibus education bill that awarded substantial funding to all five partnerships in the coalition, a total of $6 million.  It turns out that our local legislative champions,  in the behind-the-scenes wrangling between special-session conference committees and the governor,  carried the day.    The fact that we as a coalition had brought rural supporters to complement the urban funding Gov. Dayton already supported, was crucial.   However, the over-arching policy bill we backed did not pass.   Instead, almost $5 million over two years was directly appropriated  for the two urban zones and was built into the base, and the three Greater Minnesota partnerships got $1 million between them over two years as stand-alone appropriations to be administered by the Minnesota Department of Education.   We were exhilarated and jubilant of course.    Gov. Dayton, who signed the final agreement,  is pictured here,  interacting with Muneer and parents and kids at Maxwell School, one of the key sites for the St. Paul Promise Neighborhood, at a meeting and assembly before the session ended, and where we as a coalition educated him about the fuller statewide partnership.   The crucial ingredient, we learned afterward, was the hard work we had put in educating and winning over key rural legislators.    
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2015 2016 2017+ 

SPPN $1.2m $1.2m $1.2m 

NAZ $1.2m $1.2m $1.2m 

Red Wing $167,000 $167,000 $0 

Northfield $167,000 $167,000 $0 

St. Cloud $167,000 $167,000 $0 

Total $2.9m $2.9m $2.4m 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPPN Families with Rep. Moran (R)



Onward! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our coalition lives and thrives!  This photo is from another meeting in Red Wing, to savor our victory and plan our next steps.   We’ve had two such meetings since the session ended.  Key legislators are visiting our sites, learning more, and beginning to talk about ways to expand this support for local birth-to-career partnerships.   We are carefully considering whether and how we expand our coalition, how to ensure implementation that drives results, showing how that funding is really making a difference, as well as tactics and strategies for expanding our partnership and sustaining our investment from the state.



EPC Mission Statement 

The mission of the Educational Partnerships Coalition 
is to drive change and deliver results for the children of  
Minnesota so that they will be prepared for academic 
and lifelong success.  
In order to deliver on this promise, the Coalition will 
also focus on the expansion of State funding in order 
to continue its work by: 
 working toward a unified policy approach, 
 building a statewide political base,  
 sharing best practices in our work, and 
 working effectively with state funding partners. 
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Results: 2015 Promise Agenda 

Education 
1) Education Partnership Fund: Establish 

Cradle-to-Career initiatives statewide, secure 
state appropriation. $5.8m statewide, no policy 

2) Early Access to All: Increase access to early 
learning scholarships. $48m statewide increase 

Family/Community Wraparound 
3) Homes for All: Secure and increase funding for 
continuation of pilot rental assistance program. 
$2m statewide increase 
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By the numbers 
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Over 85 visits in house, senate, governor office, 
MN Department of Education 

9 testimonies in the House and Senate 
43 partners engaged in legislative process 
82 parents engaged in legislative process 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see Sondra Samuels, me, and Muneer Karcher Ramos in a House committee meeting.   We were encouraged as we went along with how our partnerships were viewed favorably by legisators in both parties and in metro and Greater Minnesotas.  They repsonded positively about how these partnerships were actually showing results, making progress, and we emphasiszed both local control and our common emphasis on hard data and road-maps and driving toward results. We got our bill heard and approved  in key  committees in both houses.  Amazingly, without any dissent at all, on voice votes.   Moral of the story: given time and opportunity to tell our full story, we win hearts and minds. 
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